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FOOTSTEPS
footsteps
leather
sounding cold and crisp
against the hard stony pathway
footsteps
leading on a journey to nowhere
unsure footsteps,
not knowing where to go
But the rhythmic steps sound confident
footsteps
unseen
I can feel the lurking dusk
slowly surround me;
enveloping me with its
soft breezes and smoky scents,
reminiscent of so many falls
which have come and gone swiftly
before my sleepy eyes
I can feel the clatter of leaves
as they collide with the unfeeling earth;
leaves drained of every drop of youth
on which they once thrived
But I cannot feel my restless footsteps
pressing the leaves into fine dust;
leaves beginning the rejuvination process
for the coming
spring
Carol O'Connell
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“How I G ot My C a r Fixed,” o r
“W hy not to sw ear while you drive.”

"God Damnit," I muttered as I rolled to the curb. My car
was choking, sputtering and making other unidentifiable
sounds. I ran my hand under the dashboard, looking for the
little handle that would unlatch the hood. I found it, pulled
it, and got out of the car. Half-way round to the front I
stopped in surprise. Large amounts of steam were emanating
from beneath the half-open hood, but this happened all the
time. What didn't usually happen was how the steam curled and
formed itself into a super-human figure. The figure bowed to
me and said in a deep voice, "At your service."
"What the--?" I muttered.
"Oh! allow me to introduce myself! My name is God
Damnit. You summoned me when you said my name and rubbed the
underside of the dashboard."
"Holy Shit, " was my reply.
"Oh please don't say that name," shuddered the genie.
"Holy Shit is such a snob. He lives in your father's car."
Not really believing what I was seeing, all I could
manage to say was another weak "God Damnit. " It was a mistake.
"Yes?" he said.
"Help!" I yelled.
"But I am right here," said God Damnit. "I will help you
with anything you need. "
"I don't believe this," I said.
"Well I do, " he replied.
"I didn't ask you!"
"But there's no one else here! "
"You are not here."
"I beg to differ," he retorted.
I was ready to scream again. This "genie" was getting
stranger by the minute, and I couldn't help but like him.
"Then how did you get here, " I asked.
"I really don't know," he said. "I've just been inside
that box all along. " He pointed to somewhere in my car where I
couldn't see.
"O.K., Genie," I started. He interrupted.
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"Oh, I’m not a genie yet!" he said. I’m just a fairy
right n o w ."
"O.K., Fairy," I said. "Could you help me get my car
fixed?"
"You can't fix a car," he said. "Cars don't reproduce
that w a y ."
I ignored this comment and asked him if he could start my
c a r.
"I should think so," he said. "Especially considering
that I'm the one who stopped it. "
"You mean you caused this?!" I said.
"Well, yes, and I suppose I must apologize. You see, I'd
been asleep for a long time and when I woke up I stretched out
and accidentally kicked the spark plugs. It was a bit of a
shock for me, too.
He sounded so sad and dejected about the whole thing that
I almost felt sorry for him. "Look," I said gently. "I'm not
mad at you. Do you think you could help me get my car
started?"
The fairy smiled when I said I wasn't angry. "I'm so glad
we're friends now," he said.
(Friends?? I wondered)
"It
makes it so much easier to get along. "
"Yes," I said. "But we may not be friends if you don't
get my car started. "
"Yes, yes, of course," he said as he dissipated inside my
car. As he disappeared, I noticed that his voice sounded a bit
like Boy George's. The similarity, however, ended there.
Although his hair was long, it was full of curls. He wore
tight-fitting Levi corduroys and a terrycloth beach shirt
with a large medallion around his neck. His face, as I
remember it, was young and handsome, with high cheekbones and
inquisitive eyes. Suddenly, however, I noticed something.
The longer he stayed inside my car, the less I could remember
about him. He was dissipating inside my head the same way he
had in front of my eyes. Confused, I got back into my car,
said "God Damnit, " and rubbed the underside of the dashboard.
A long, contented sigh emerged from somewhere within the
engine.
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I rolled my eyes heavenward and did not say "God Damnit"
a second time. I turned the key in the ignition and the engine
purred to life like a kitten. It hadn't run that well in a
long time.
However, I've decided not to take any more
chances, and the car is for sale. I'm asking $500 for a 1973
Plymouth Satellite with 112,000 miles and a few extras.
Printed by permission of author
Voltaire

Roberta Morse
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S p lin te r of the Mind’s Eye
Deep in my mind
there lie half gotten visions
of far away places
and forgotten dreams.
Slowly the images,
long in my mind,
form long twisting pathways,
without reason or time.
Dreaming is passion
and pleasure it seems.
To live is to die
you live all in a dream.
Thoughts become words
motions and dreams
in far away places
where nothing is just
what it seems.

Joe Geisler

Elite
Look at the tall man,
a superior weirdness
he wears that way
and he walks just so
we know he's not one of us
he's not like anyone
you can tell that
he knows what he wants
he knows what he wants
but he can't get it, either.

Joe Marifice

Daniel Ward II
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EXCAVATION
My tongue probed a hollow tooth
And found:
Pictures of blonde ladies
Nude with high heels.
Bits of smoking barbecue,
Fingerprints of the Ice Age;
Sharp-edged marsh grasses
Grow there too, stalks bent
By migrating turtles.
The edges of that unfilled tooth
Cast the blue heron's shadow,
Gilding my tongue
With the breadth of wings
Open to the wind.

Eugene Warren
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The C ycle
As in life there is no life,
And in death there is no death,
So we were born to live and die,
So we were born to be born again.
And mockery and skepticism
Are part of our daily routine;
And there is not one of us
Who does not partake
In this degradation
Of human nature and spirit.
For our minds are lost
In a sea of confusion,
And our emotions
Overtake our ability to reason.
And We are afloat
On a sea of fantasy.
And reality's long, cold fingers
Reach from the depths
Of our misty-like dream.
And we live,
And we die,
And we are born again.
For the cycle never stops,
And our spirits never cease
To wander.
Printed by permission of author
CJC
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IGNORANT QUESTIONS?
Is there a difference between the act of ignoring
and the state of ignorance? By ignoring, do we not become
less aware? Are we not ignorant of what we are not aware
of? Why do I sometimes feel above ignorance in the very
act of ignoring? Am I simply afraid to experience the
state of total awareness? Until humanity ceases to ignore
her fellow ignorance, we are an endangered species.

Kathy Dolson

MY FREEDOM S WORTH
I find myself alone in a wilderness of untamed
beliefs. I come here, not to tame, but to be free. I
have learned to learn and I have known only my own
importance. I have searched for what cannot be mine;
for what is already mine; for what? I have meant no
harm. With my freedom, I choose to be free. And so,
for now, I am alone in this wilderness.

Kathy Dolson
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Some days pass by like railroad cars
A crash, a bang and a roar
Some days are more like sports cars
So we inside can soar
Some days are like Volkswagons
Just a-coasting down the lane
But today is like a motorcycle
Because I'm totally insane
I get up in the morning
And see the light outside
But even though I turn the lamp on
I have no light inside
I wash my hair, I eat my food
I wander off to school
But even though I there excell
I feel like a fool
Emotions are intangible
Because of this I now realize
That they are just a game
Before this time I was a child
I thought that they were real
I pursued my thoughts and feelings
With great amounts of zeal
When I found what they were made of
I hung away in shame
Emotions are like drugs, I found,
And to society a bane
They're fine if taken lightly
With no serious intent
But soon they make you do things
That you had never meant
And since you took them willingly
You must take the blame
Perhaps when older I will know
The rules of this game,
Voltaire
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The Sn ak e Path
He was strolling at night among the trees in the park. Not far
from his house, a pleasant place, really, a time to be alone.
And he wasn't nervous in the dark, and sounds didn't startle
him as he walked, and his stomach was calm, because he had
nothing to be afraid of.
you hear it before you see:
long before, leaves roughly scraping
or being scraped, the belly sliding
over bark, even the patient waiting.
As it was fall, the leaves would rustle pleasantly in the
slightest breeze, some skittering unexpectedly to the ground.
There was that certain frosty taste to the air, saying,
"Tomorrow I could turn everything white, while you sleep."
His hands were cold; he blew on them,
looking over shoulder: to see
where he'd been, or what was there
Clouds, as they obscured the moon, hid the path in their
darkness. He stopped, waiting for them to pass. It was too
dark to go on safely, at least at the pace h e ’d been keeping,
until his eyes adjusted. It probably looked as though he was
waiting for someone, looking about anxiously for their
arrival, but that didn't matter, as there was no one there to
think that, to see him.
it wasn’t a snake
it was too cold for snakes
it was a silly, childhood fear
He could see well enough to walk on, just as the clouds parted
anyway, and he chuckled at their timing. "Heh," nervously,
breaking weakly off--no matter, no one heard. He cleared his
throat, chuckled again, clearly and confidently, to let the
trees know his voice was fine. He stopped cold at a noise to
the right: some shy creature he hoped to see before it ran
off.
or a snake
dropping to the ground.
He was not afraid, just curious.
If he were afraid, he
wouldn't be able to close his eyes, and hold them closed, here
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in the middle of the woods. He could, because it was just a
park, with trees; the sound was of a squirrel, or a bird,
unimportant which; and he was a full-grown man, not some
frightened child.
so why are your fists clenched, grown man?
the cold.
He opened his eyes, his point made. He shivered at the wind,
jumped at a sudden sound:
the sound of a slick belly sliding
a mouse or more probably a leaf kicked by the wind. He was
letting himself get carried away with these fantasies.
Everyone had their own little fears; everyone had to learn to
deal with them. He turned,
there would be no snake there
smiling confidently
when he turned, no rippled line
of casual, hating snake
back home.
he didn't pause, didn't freeze,
he did not see a snake, see
the dense, cold muscle,
the thousand, leathery leaf-color scales,
the eyes that saw black to all directions,
the gleeful white of delighted teeth,
dripping, eager for the taste,
with its fey, unreal saliva
pooling like cold, calciumed water
into dead puddles
on the cadaverous flesh
of its mouth.
He never saw a snake, too cold for snakes, never expected to
see one. He had simply gone for a nightly stroll,
and he didn't shiver from its poison.

Joe Marifice
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When still, the day, of hurried rushing
When calm and peace, befall the mind
And drifting off this pleasant evening
To years gone by, of happier times
While floating on the carpet,sweetly
Your body's weight, a wisp of wind
And thoughts go flitting, playfully dancing
No longer bound by bone or skin
Like looking through a glass of sherry
A glowing warmth surrounds my head
And sounds of distant leaves, rustling
Windblown thoughts, of words once said
It's times like these, when all is quiet
Alone in thought I think of you
Of all your wants, your needs and wishes
And pray someday they' 11 all come true

Rolland A. Douglas
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THE PUDDING STARED AT ME
The pudding stared at m e ...
It gathered up all its strength
and stared at me from its
cold white plate.
It did not stare with the warmth
expected of chocolate
and I was flabbergasted.

Carol O'Connell

Matt Johnson
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These things of the earth have the power of inspirationThe mighty peaks and pinnacles piercing the sky;
The awe-ful chasms that still the heart;
The impenetrable depth and eternal night of her hollowed
hills and caverns;
The neverending flow of her veins- the rivers, streams,
and oceans, the clouds, fogs, and torrents;
The sullen thunderheads with their javelins of fire;
The unmoving life of plants, colossal sequoia and unseen
pollen grains, giving and taking;
The moving life, animals and man, immense whales and
minute viruses, also giving and taking;
And time- the all-taker, all-destroyer, killer of king and
beggar, hall, tower, and tunnel,
the end of all
things on earth
but God.
M. Instablis
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SW ORD S LAMENT
Strange bells rang at its birth.
Lordly men praised its worth.
Shining gold bought its service.
Surely the best there ever was.
For ages long it adorned the walls
of an ancient king's treasure hall.
Cold steel hung for no gain,
Still yet to be any man's bane.
Taken up in a raider's hands,
It was removed from the dead king's lands.
Far it journeyed, yet never it slayed.
Not a corpse had it yet made.
It was his death battle where the raider lost,
That great war-blade of such cost.
Neither nicked, nor bloodstained,
It entered the service of a hero unnamed.
Before that virgin blade could work its will,
That unnamed hero's body fell still,
As cold as the ice on which it lay,
And as dead as the one who he went to pay.
For years it lay next to the remains,
And for more it would have lain,
But for the searching of a farmer's hands.
It was spent on the protecting of his lands.
The sword sang its lonely song,
In its thirst from sleep ages long.
Soon to fulfill its destiny,
But lo, it broke as it touched the enemy.
Chris A. Icide
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A Trinity Is Form ed One Side A t A Time

A moist blanket is wrapped about the body and extends
outward, possibly without end. Silver to charcoal, shades of
gray fill all space. There are no shapes, no objects. . .just a
continual transition from dark to light. The dark region
recedes as awareness streaks outward through the ever
thinning fog.
The darkness collapses into itself,
solidifies, and falls away, carrying with it the night's
surrealistic excursions.
Fog becomes mist and a slight
uttering of sound enters. . .aural excitation. The curtains of
gray fall to reveal crimson, then light, then countless
colors. A prismatic bombardment stuns thought, causing an
almost imperceptible void. Time suspends itself over an abyss
of
forgotten
dreams,
momentarily bridging mutually
unacceptable worlds.
"What the...where the hell? Oh..." first thought, then
realization, hits home, "...it's real time again." Catching a
few slow, deep breaths I can, with more steadiness now, reach
out and press the snooze button. .. silence!
***
A stream, flowing through the park, attracts the attention of
nearly all who enter the grounds. The water slides and
shimmers as it is slowly swept along its channel. Vegetation,
rich and full, covers both banks. Grass, flowers, plants,
bushes, trees...flora of numerous genres and all color, give a
presentation of nature's ability to create...so much better
than manmade art. The water, not to surrender to the plant
life of the banks, sparkles with reflected sunlight as
currents and breezes gently ripple the surface. Reaching the
streams's edge, the water reveals its own abundant beauty.
Through water with the clarity of glass, even air, the
waterway exposes its riches.
Richly colorful stones,
vegetation, slickened mud areas, and marine life of all
descriptions move and dance about in puppet fashion as water
flows downstream.
Half submerged because of splashing waves, a recently
emptied beer can floats downstream, bobbing as it nears a
wooden footbridge which spans the stream. A hand reaches
down, clutches the tossed can and removes it from the water.
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"How can people toss their trash into rivers so
casually?" he mutters. The sorrow Davay feels tempers the
disgust in his voice. Wincing, he walks to the side, empties
the liquid from the can, and tosses it into the trash bin.
"There's a blemish removed from Nature's face. How can there
b e ..."
"So many people in the park who throw their trash in the
bins," interrupts a low, mocking voice. "Davay, you are the
one that is hard to believe. "
"Who.. ."
"Are you? he says in completion." The voice is again
mocking him.
"Davight!" Davay yells bitterly. "Go back to the hole
you came from!"
Facing each other, they pose in stand-off position.
Davay, neatly groomed and dressed in flashy white clothes,
glares at the newcomer. "We," he starts, "are never to come
together." Bitterness and anger flame in his eyes. "You
are..."
"Someone to reckon with." Davight again completes the
sentence, "you look so good in ire, Davay. Maybe there's hope
for you yet." The mocking tone has returned to Davight's
voice. A steel glint appears in his green eyes...he has the
upper hand. "Poor good Davay. "
Is that pity in his voice? Davay turn away, takes steps
and turns back. A calmness has returned...as evidenced in his
voice. "Don't mock me, Davight. You are a creature...a night
creature. You are evil. You are..."
"Sick of hearing you talk, Davay! You come off with that
holier than thou attitude of yours and. .."
"And can prove it.
I hold life, truth, and beauty
jointly as the epitome of all existence. You, in your dark
garb, find evil as. .
"Stop! Evil reflects live...live is the verb form of
life...and..."
"Word game. And, just like you Davight, they are empty
and meaningless."
"And, as I was saying, I do not hold evil as chief form.
Rather, I find freedom and randomness to be the most
satisfying conditions Man can attain."
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"Davight, don't lose sight of..."
"Don't..."
"your place in..."
"say i t !"
"the scheme of things! I was here first. You came along
later."
"I came along?!" blurts Davight. Gathering his thoughts
together, he glares at Davay and coldly emphasizes "I did not
come along. I evolved from you when it was decided back within
that you were inadequate. . ."
"Inadequate?!"
"Inadequate for dealing with the world as it now exists. "
"No! ! You lie. . .I was never told of..."
"Davay, " Davight's voice is now soothing, "it was not for
me to tell you of the decision. Dave sent me to take charge. "
"Dave sent you? That can not be! He created me in his
image. He gave me life. H e . .."
"I know what he has done, Davay. Remember, Dave created
me also."
"But. . .but. ..we are so different Davight. "
"Are we?" Davight counters.
"Sure. I am good...you are evil."
"We only differ in how we fit into the world Davay. You
weren't wrong. . .the world was. Dave created me so he could
survive. . .not just to replace you."
"Do you mean that Dave has no use for me any longer?" asks
Davay, tears brimming in his brown eyes.
"I don't know, but if I'm here, there must not be any need
for you" Davight says apologetically.
A figure passes near the two on the bridge and a voice
barely louder than the sigh of the breeze through leaf laden
tree limbs is heard. "Don't lose sight of your place in the
scheme of things. You both must stay. "
"What's that?" asks Davay.
"Good and evil, law and chaos. . .they are all parts of the
whole. They must maintain a balance." The figure then
continues across the bridge.
"Damn, but he's strange" Davight whispers to Davay and
then turns toward the figure.
"Hey you! How do you know
this?. ..Who are you?"
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The figure stops at the end of the bridge, pauses as if in
thought, and then turns back toward the two on the bridge. The
mixed brown and green of his eyes are unnerving, but not
nearly so much as his words. "My name is Davusk, " he states
flatly, "and Dave just told me that undeniable truth."
Turning again, Davusk walks off in total neutrality. The
day's light fading, Davight and Davay soon lose sight of the
bearded, barefoot figure dressed in blue jeans and a Tshirt. . . .
***

Sound slowly enters the consciousness. Light follows
quickly and explodes in countless colors.
"Where the. ..what the hell?" A short pause, then, "Damn!
I did it again! Dave..." he goes on, talking to and at
himself, "leave the snooze button alone. What time is it
anyway Dave? Day? Night? Dusk?..."

Dave Palmer
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There, in space, that tiny planet,
its crust a layer of barren granite.
Its surface once was lush and green,
its inhabitants created death machines.
The planet held beauty despite the residing things,
despite their damnable death machines.
Over the eons the beauty was destroyed,
by cities, their inhabitants, their industrial toys.
The pollution was so thick, the air so unbreathable,
thus the outbreak of war seemed highly unreasonable.
But impossible war was not,
country against country, how viciously they fought.
To no avail did the war come,
for, not surprisingly, neither side won.
There was a meeting of major powers, allies if you will,
it was then they decided who to kill.
The death machines were activated,
each one mindless and computer operated.
The attack was launched, it acted like a trigger,
the enemy's defensive attack just made it bigger.
The planet looked like a flare in the night,
it hung there in space burning and bright.
That frozen chunk of space-rock which no one goes near,
is totally lifeless and stripped of atmosphere.
It is now a monument to injustice that is done,
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and to a planet wide massacre which never should have come.

Thus, this is our vow, for whatever it is worth,
we will do our best to prevent another Earth.

Michael Hall

Daniel Ward II
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H atred
I am strength, as an army.
I am a legion of passions.
I breed the weak, I own the strong.
Man is my toy, like the stars.
I wonder sometimes why,
And by thoughts bring wars.
Someday I will own myself,
And free man of my tyranny.
So then shall man own me.

Joe Geisler

BIRTHDAY
Yesterday will have been my birthday
I grew older, suddenly
I laughed out loud
And practiced older ways
My older body is different
And never comfortable
With pains and burning fires
Next year I will be older still
Happy birthday to me
Eric Larimore
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Soft warm,
gentlesweet
Body next to mine
Misty, pink-bright morning
Figure stirs
and sighs.
Oh

so softly
hold my breath
Listen for the sleepy notes
deep breaths keeping time
Child of innocence
Blissful face
rapt.
Eyes o p e n -- leaking sky
Serenity pulls me close
Nuzzles at my neck
Oh

ever joy
to wake this way,
Sunbeams at the door.

Laurie Jeanne Hughes
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“Rien. II fait beau.”
for Jack Ridley

The sixteenth Louis writes in his diary
on the day his doom was signaled,
though not sealed:
"Nothing much happened. A beautiful day. "
-July 14, 1789What more could the near-sighted monarch see
with eyes blurred from birth
of all beyond his royal nose:

What more could he feel,
dazed by the death of his oldest son
not long dead.
And all those people clamoring for miracles:
Give us bread!
No wonder the fond parent was distracted
having watched the dauphin
wither to decrepitude
and die within a decade.
"II fait beau," wrote the unconcious witness
to the demise of the so-called "old order, "
when a thoughtlessly signed note
could jail through ten winters
an enemy too slow in his departure
or a friend too frank in his advice.

Beyond the king's ken
fourteen mi les, a mi llenium away
the butcher whets his blade.
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"Rien.

II fait beau."

The poor fellow.
Louis secretly aspired to the Third Estate.
Would rather have assembled a clock
than presided over an Assembly of Notables.
Could not please the foreign wife
assigned to him by policy.
(His physical impediments were known
to all the courts of Europe
and busybody historians to this day.
How he must have envied the petit-bourgeois
their privacy! )
"il fait beau."

-not unlike
the rest of us
unaware of our undoing
til later
when the beautiful day
forgotten
returns in time
and reveals
its sharp consequences
Now fate bodes ill in the representative of the crown,
Marquis DeLaunay--Governor of the Bastille.
Even with an authority girded by stone walls
fifteen feet thick
and a moat of fear a thousand years deep,
he capitulates to a hundred desperate men,
aided by a chain-smashing acrobat.
The Warden wishes he had chosen some other sinecure
and tries to quit his government job:
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"Take the place.
It's yours.
We were going to tear it down anyway.
But he cannot resign that weight of a thousand years
and finds himself pushed and punched
down the city street on this nice day.
His the privilege to collect the dues owed
his badge more than himself.
The guard is a butcher
who has the day off from a shop
short of goods.
He slaps DeLaunay once too often
for honor to admit or patience to absorb,
so the official kicks his keeper in the balls.
Rien? II fait beau?

When the butcher finally straightens up,
no one can keep him from his craft.
A stroke and a bloody stroke
severs the head of the king's man
from his beribboned body.
A straight spear replaces a weak spine.
Meanwhile the monarch's mind is clogged by lunch
-a leg of lamb, a plate of venison,
plus a six egg omelette
all washed down by a couple of bottles of Brut
from the Champagne.
It feels like a beautiful day
to the king
though not much is going on.
The morning-hunt yielded but one sorry doe.
Time for a nap.
"Rien. II fait beau."
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Not a bad man
Louis the Last
means well
eats much
merely a disaster
to himself
and the unfed nation
for being less
than divine

*******************************
Postscript:
The king was awakened from his slumber by the Grand
Master of the Wardrobe: "The Bastille has fallen!"
The king asked: "is it rebellion then?"
The answer: "No, Sire, it is a revolution. "

James Bogan
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ME AND YO U
Success is imaginary.

Failure is real.

The real is our human experience.
Do not fear failure.
We use the real to define the imaginary.
Our imagination has no limits.
Do not measure success.
Believe in yourself.
You are just as real as the next guy.
Believe in the next guy.
Chances are his imagination is something like yours.
Kathy Dolson

Daniel Ward II
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Her body flowed so gracefully, her movements were so fine.
I knew it was imposssible, but I wanted her as mine.
She walked so lightly on the white sand,
waves splashing at her feet.
Her auburn hair blew in the breeze which carried her
perfume, light and sweet.
The setting sun cast an orange glow upon everything
on the beach.
I watched her, sadly, as she casually moved farther
out of reach.
She strolled along the barren beach,
moving farther down the cove.
I watched her walking in the distance 'till she
vanished into a grove.
I just stood staring, for a moment, at the sky,
a purple-gray.
A crying gull flew overhead as the waves washed her
footprints away.
Michael Hall
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“Journeys”
Dark and lonely they can be
the end we search and hope
to see
Like a flower that blooms, dies, and
grows again
It* s life shall never cease to end
Even after we have gone and passed
forever it shall continue to last.
Happiness is the key to all
and without it we shall stumble and fall
So let us join and take comfort in
a journey together that shall never end.

Steven P. Shire
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Hannah Rae
Miracle, asleep on your knees,
only the cumbersome head prevents
you floating rump-first to the ceiling.
I smooth your punk hairdo
with one finger, Lilliputian, midget jewel.
You are Johnson & Johnson clover.
Outside the bees make do
with midsummer: Queen Anne’s lace
and blue chicory on skeletal stalks.
You unlid one doeful eye,
half-mouth seemingly smiles.
Missing link, was I an angel too?
Bill Latham

Roberta Morse
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“Riding a log down B eaver C re e k .”
"Riding a log down Beaver Creek. "
That's what Mary said.
That's what Fred repeated
(with a toothpick piercing his smile) .
It sounded like it belonged
as the title of a poem.
It FELT like it belonged
as the title of a poem.
It all started on a drenched Thursday
in Rolla, Mizery (20 October, as I recall)
When Mary was late for an English exam
because of a log fallen across the road
laid there by God when
the low water bridges became major fords
(as usually happens when it rains in the Ozarks) .
Over coffee (after the exam)
at the "executive table" in the Gallery
(that coffee dive in the Stu-U
where they sell salad by the ounce),
Mary, Fred, Bill, and I
shared an hour of random thoughts
and a hottele or ten of coffee.
Mary was relating the traumas
of a log in the road and having to
turn around and come to town
from the other direction
(with 5 creeks to ford, instead of just 3).
"And how am I gonna get home??" she wailed
in her sweet, modest, Jewish whine,
"With a log in the road
and the creeks all flooded?"
So I said "I'll move the log!"
(being the adventurous wench that I am)
"I'll make sure you get home ok. "
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Mary said, "But you'll drown!"
(or something) "You'll end up
riding a log down Beaver Creek!"
I said "Goody!" while Fred repeated
"Riding a log down Beaver Creek"
(with a toothpick piercing his smile)
I said "It sounds like a title
for a poem, or something.
I'll move the log and when I 'm done
I'll write a poem about i t !"
(Who could waste such a dandy title?)
So we hopped into our cars, Mary and I,
and drove down 63 to Beaver Creek.
I had visions of excitement!
Visions of grandeur!
Visions of riding the offending log
like Slim Pickins riding the bomb.
When I arrived at the scene Mary was wailing
in her sweet, modest, Jewish whine
"It's gone! Y ou'11 never believe
anything I tell you again!
There really was a log here !"
and on and on, while I tried to calm her.
The log was gone (so how could I ride it?)
but water was gushing over the bridge
and I wasn't sure it was safe to drive across.
I shed my shoes, rolled up my pant legs,
and waded into the foam.
I was kinda hopin' the current
would pull my feet out from under me
to add some excitement to an otherwise
anticlimactic adverture.
. .. but nothing happened.
Mary and I drove to her house
from the other direction
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(with 5 creeks to ford, instead of just 3)
but it'd stopped raining, meanwhile,
so the creeks were back under their bridges again.
I went home to write this poem,
but this was as far as it got.
Mary moped for weeks about the log being gone.
I tried to tell her that's the way God works
(in the Ozarks, anyway).
He may leave a log in the road
but he' 11 move it again, later.
Besides, if the current is strong enough
to put a log over a bridge
she really shouldn't try to
ford that creek in her little car.
Actually, I think it was political opinion:
God's way of telling her that she
didn't want to take that particular exam.
But I decided to keep that notion to myself.
I still rescue Mary, from time to time,
from the little traumas she entangles herself in.
And I still have visions of excitement,
and visions of grandeur.
and I keep looking for a log
to ride down Beaver Creek.

Edie G . Hays
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I wandered lonely in the Crowd
milling endlessly
Blind by habit
or choice
Toughened
bitter
strong?
Screams from alleys
Men in gutters
Neverseen
Strength
Good life
opportunity
more work
No.
N O !!!!
Only-Body parts in garbage bags
Rats that eat children
'Can you spare some change?'
Johns
marks
tricks
pimps
Just ONE fix.... more
Dinners of refuse
You ! ! Bitch!!
Dances of the addicts
for the dealer
Speak no more to me of benevolence
kind
caring
humanity
I see none.

Laurie Jeanne Hughes
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G ates of Paths
Deep within jungles
of Nature . . . of Man
Stand gates of antiquity
BARRED.
Seemingly decrepit . . .
Dust of aged stone blown about . . .
Colors of Autumn, of Death . . .
Screeching of joints of unknown years . . .
The gates yet stand
As guardians of arcane portals.
The paths beyond are numbered three . . .
Three overlain . . .
Three of shifting existence.
As one is traversed
The remaining flit away,
Scurry into unseen recesses
Of time and imagination.
The paths lead each to destiny . . .
Descent into timeworn temples and altars,
the release of imposed inhibition,
enlightenment.
Ascent into sovereign catacombs and dungeons,
the bondage of virtue,
splintered faculties.
Each a state of forever.
The paths are
Have been and will be.
Not physical nor mental nor spiritual,
For no boundaries constrain them,
No systems support them.
The gates are
For now . . . for a time.
Physical, mental, spiritual obstructions.
Assembled and set by man,
They hide from Man the paths.
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Deep within jungles
Stand gates of antiquity
Marking the ways of sin . . .
Sin of Man against man
against god against society.
Sin of Man against control.
The gates yet stand
But aging now shows
In dust and color and sound.
As the gates rust, so the sins.
As gateways crumble, so control.
As pathways open,
so eternal life
or
eternal death.
Dave Palmer

Daniel Ward II
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All A m erican Hero
There were no brass bands
when you sent us off to die
Around the world on alien soil.
Did you ever ask why
the drum beats cadence of war.
In country days hung on swollen time,
a pre-ordained numbered set.
Time warps blast the reality of death
But there were no brass bands
When wrapped flags mute the bugle's moan
Saigon's streets smelt pungent thick.
Sooty air stung the round eyes shut.
But there were no brass bands
In that manless city of swollen humanity
Where alley kid swarms pick you blind.
I live because together we fought.
The business of war is to stay alive
To get home to the people I love
and leave that land of the unwanted me.
But there were no brass bands.
I found your war of "I won't go."
I came home- I am alive
But there are no brass bands
only turned backs raising angry voices
because I didn't die - do I remind.
I will not hide to ease your shame.
In full view with head held high
I stand proud - my honor intact
Wasted sould scream my cry -tell me why
There are no brass bands - only lies.
Catherine Dolan Hopkins
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CHRONICLE
An old American flag
found in an ancient garage
I wouldn't think of it as an antique,
just old
An old American flag
covered with hoary spiders;
nothing left of them
except their ivory skeltons
clinging to the flag for dear life
Their flesh may have fallen away
from their bones
but they won't release the flag
from their horrifying grip
An old American flag
covered with stains
that will never come out
Carol 0JConnell
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A Day In The Life of Remlap the Inconsistent
Closing the door and locking it tight, anger briefly
flashes across his face. "Damn," mutters Remlap. "This is
not the world I want.
It's not the world that comes to me
during contemplation." Turning, he walks down the steps,
across the yard, and up the street towards school.
"k k k k k

Remlap, standing in the hall near the Gallery, a coffee
house type cafeteria run by the university, listens to the
conversations of passers-by.
"Yea! The shuttle's actions are phenomenal."
" . ..of the school is something else."
"PCP, acid, buttons...I don't care!"
"Hey, Remlap!" A more direct voice enters his mind.
"How are ya?"
"Well, Hike, I'll tell you," Remlap starts. "I woke up
today a bit pissed. You know that deal I've been waiting on?
Well, he got busted. I don't have heat yet. One of my kids
died and..."
"Kid?" Mike interrupts.
"Kid. .. cat... kitten. All the same. But, I haven't had
my coffee yet. The Cards lost. My car got blown off the
road..."
Mike eyes Remlap curiously, but his friend continues on.
"I got a ticket for spitting on the sidewalk. "
"Rem..."
" I burnt my toast. I . .."
"Rem."
"... lost my wallet."
"Sorry I asked, Rem. I gotta go," says Mike. "Catch you
later." And off he walks shaking his head.
"Well, he asked," Rem says aloud. "Don't you think the
answers were right? Sure I do. If not, they wouldn't have
been said, right? Right! Well, time for coffee."
Passers-by watch the monologistic dialogue and choose
not to interfere. They watch with even more care, though, as
he enters the Gallery with a booming "Yo. Anybody got any
drugs? This is going to be a rough day." As he walks to a
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table, all but one get up quickly, grab books, and hustle out
of the shop.
"Say, Kev, I see you got an empty cup. Wait a sec and
I ’11 be back with a hottle. "
After getting a hottle of coffee and a cup, Remlap
returns to the table, turns a chair around so the back faces
the table, and sits down.
"Hold it," says Kev. "Let's make the coffee nuclear."
Reaching out with a vial, Kev shakes loose some white crystals
into the bottom of the cups.
"Snow?" inquires Remlap.
"Go-fast," comes K e v 's reply.
An almost wicked grin comes over Rem's face as he pours
coffee into the amphetamine laden cups. "Great!" he exclaims.
"I've been up all night. "
*****
"Mr. Remlap," starts the chemistry professor, "perhaps
you could give an example of a state function for the class. "
"A dance at John's four-year mansion."
With the class' scattered laughter the professor
inquires "Excuse me Mr. Remlap. I'm not sure I heard you.
Please repeat your answer."
"An example of a state function" Remlap restates, "is a
dance at Governor Ashcroft's mansion."
The laughter is now widespread, but noticeably nervous.
The professor shakes his head. "I should have known better,"
he says, "but I always hope there may be a straight answer."
"Not from me," Remlap comes back. "At least not while
you may anticipate it. "
*****

Walking back to the Gallery, Remlap continually laughs
aloud, paying no heed as others watch. He was thinking of the
conversations he had heard earlier that day.
"The scuttled action of the school is something else. I
don't
care...PCP,
acid,
buttons
are
phenomenal.
Phenomenal...Yea . ..Fun ! Om ! And all. "
"What's that, Rem?" A soft feminine voice comes to him.
"What? Oh, hi Leslie. What's up?"
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"What were you saying?" she asks.
"Oh. .. just babbling. Not to worry. "
"OK. How about some coffee?"
"Sure" he answers. "Off. . .off the the Zink Hole.
*****

Once again with coffee in hand, Remlap joins a table with
people all leaning over a newspaper.
"Hey, Rem!" one calls out, "Are you any good at
crosswords? "
"Screw off!" yells Remlap angrily.
"Sorry. What's got you so pissed?"
"Nothing." Remlap shrugs, "I'm in a great mood. I was
just showing how good I am at cross words. Sounded pretty
cross, huh?"
"Shit, Rem, you make it tough to enjoy a day. "
"Sorry, Bob. . .Kinda. What's up? You stuck?"
"Yea. What's a five-letter word for climb? 's' is the
second letter."
"Escal," Remlap says without hesitation.
"It's the
original word," he says with apparent authority.
"Then what's a four-letter word for 'a very fine fabric1?
First letter 'c', last letter 'k'."
"Culk" Remlap says with, again, no hesitation. "It's a
very expensive form of silk. "
"Oh...OK," Bob allows. "I thought it was just silk. No
wonder I couldn't get 'climb' ."
"Yea. One wrong word can sure screw up a puzzle," Remlap
says. Then sarcastically to himself, "I bet two will cross
you up real good. "
"What?" asks Bob.
"I said, two across is Upper Ealgood... a river in
Scandinavia."
"Wait a minute" starts Bob, "there are only five spaces!"
"Oh...then it's just the Ealgood. ..That's I-L-G-U-D."
"Thanks," says Bob.
"I never would have gotten that
one."
"Glad I could help. Well I've gotta be going. Catch you
all later."
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A chorus of 'see ya's' and so-longs' ring out as Remlap
heads toward the exit.
Then, as he saunters on, a
conversation picks up. Words without faces or names make
their way to his ears.
"Rem is alright...A little strange, but alright."
"He just wants to be different. He doesn't want to fit."
"Nothing wrong with that. "
"You can tell h e 's an English major.. .Strange !"
"You know, Bob, there is no such river as the Ealgood or
Ilgud or whatever he said."
"Shit."
Yea, thought Remlap. Shit. . .that one was Bob. Oh well,
he'll get over it.
*****

Unlocking the door, a smile comes
Stepping into the house, turning, and
sigh is released. John Hartford music
lit, and then Remlap is heard saying,
the world I want. "

across Remlap's face.
shutting the door, a
starts up, a joint is
"Ahhh. Yes...this is

Dave Palmer
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from LEAD BELT
Level, who was seen
drinking heavily during that afternoon
went to the shaft about seven o'clock
accompanied by his wife.
Unfastened the hinges on the
transformer room door, and
leaving his wife outside, entered.
This led many to believe that
he acted with suicidal intent since
as a member of the electrical crew
he understood the danger.
Somehow ran upon a live wire
carrying 6600 volts.
His wife, hearing his screams,
entered the shack as he fell away, holes
burned through the soles of his shoes
and in his stomach
where his belt was buckled.

John Morgan
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In expressing
An Emotion
In Words
One Builds
A Pollen Grain
With Cinder Blocks.

M . Instablis

Destined
Stars lost, so far to touch.
Worlds tossed, no time for much.
Now born, and less time still.
Soon dead, eternal chill.

Ross Barnes
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A DREAM?
While late, in dark, with deepest thoughts, of life
and my despair
A toast to her, this whisp of love, the one
who put me there
Yes dungeon black, this room, it was, when up
upon the wall
A flickering light, or is it now? was it
really there at all?
Again it flashed, and brighter still, I raised
up in my bed
But what is this, someone's still there, who is
that now, I said
No answer came, and I grew brave, and looked
upon his face
He 's me ! I cried, how can this be, I'm in
some other place
With cautious eyes, I looked around, the room
it was the same
I must be dead, said I aloud, "Not quite!"
"You've me, to blame"
A woman's voice, familiar too, and yet
no one I knew
Then she appeared, before my eyes, a dream?
can this be true?
My hand reached out, no help from me?, and brushed
upon her skin
And firm her flesh, so soft and warm , my soul
for her, to win
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With phantom moves, near me she stopped, my name
she spoke so sweet
For you, I've come, this night is ours, was fate
that we should meet
With tender push, we lifted high, a bedroom
made of stars
The mattress clouds, all fluff soft white, our lamp
of red, was Mars
Her silken gown, moved with my hand, trancelike
I let it fall
All womanhood, lie in my reach, could I
survive them all?
Her sensuous hips and velvet breasts, I drank
in through my senses
Surrendering all, my heart, my soul, long gone
were my defenses
Eternities passed, where time stands still, sweet land
where passion's grown
Our secret wants, and deepest thoughts, were shared
by us, alone
We reeled the world, and shot the moon, afire
a brand new star
Exploding love, to light the sky, "our sun",
born on that hour
As daylight comes, and I arise, I look
on heaven high
The memory comes, with clear recall, I think
of you and I
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For long ago, when time was young, we love
each other then
And throughout life, till future's past, my love
will never die
You're with me now, sweet nymph, lie soft, give all
within your means
Through heaven's gate, we' 11 fly once more, if only
in my dreams
Rolland A. Douglas

Roberta Morse
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Fun W ith Feet
My car has automatic transmission;
It gets me from place to place.
I use both of my feet when I drive it
And my friends think that's a disgrace.
"You're supposed to use one foot!" they exclaim.
" In Driver's Ed that's what they told us to d o !"
Must they believe everything they hear?
Do they believe in the Tooth Fairy too?
My passengers get so nervous!
Their faces turn white pallid pale.
They start to sweat and quiver,
They cling to the little rail.
Oh how I love to watch their expressions,
While from lane to lane I veer.
I calmly hand them a barf bag,
As they turn green with deathly fear.
"C'mon," I laugh. "Enjoy the ride!"
As my passenger faints in her seat.
"Don't you know everything's more fun...
When you do it with both of your feet?"
Steve Harvey
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Slaughter Sinks
Wrinkled darkness, topography
bends on itself here,
rock juts like an old foot
kicked against covers.
Locals lay refuse
at the rim, chameleonic tin,
it rusts brown as leaves,
treadless tires roll to the bottom.
I descend past
sandstone blocks straining downhill.
Some were corrugated
by water older than this
marking its footprint
here on the petrified beach.
You'd pick your own way down,
imagining bison herded
to these bluffs
and Osage hunters protected
at white trunks of sycamore.
You'd see horizons folding
above us, this hollow eye
squinting even in January's light.
I am at home
in the uncomplicated ruin-without temptation to worship,
though free to remember
how fabulous I once imagined
the collapsed cavern to be.
If I threw myself from that ledge,
I'd have nowhere to fall
except to the awkward rubble
of the broken ceiling.
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You've said all mysteries
are impersonal or personal, have solutions
or not, as we choose
and by some last remnant
of our love, I 'd draw you here
to a small puzzle at the bottom,
would lay your hands
against a bank of shells and red clay,
ask you to read it like
braille, disentangle me
from the mystery of how
these miniature deaths collected,
how snails fell here
even before the failing roof
fractured and left its hole
for tragic love and what other myths
an anomalous geology accrues,
how each may have clung
by its single foot to the
edge of some preliminary fissure
and dropped from cold
or old age,
fell silently here to
this crumbling bed,
to where we'd stand listening;
unravel whatever knot
ties me to this thin light
and cold, disinter me from
this hollowness
guarded by
a faint breathing.
Bill Latham
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A lphabet of life
Awful act of destruction
Bad ways to die
Clever ways of leaving without saying goodbye
Destruction is a clever game
Ending people's lives
Finishing them off just like they told their stupid little
lies
Gore is not the worst thing
Hiroshima is just a name
Ignite and burn a city as if it were a game
Junked up antique replicas
Lethargic dreams of death and the final squeeze
Murder all the people
Nauseate my mother
Obliterate anyone who says that I should love my brother
Pulverized and packed away
Quit the beating heart
Rip it out and look at it like a piece of art
Shouting at the emptiness
Terrifying the silent crowds
Ultimate means of securing them in permanent black shrouds
Volcano craters dead with age
Whammo-bang-zap-boom
X-terminate the silly people around me in this room
Yelling is a futile passtime
Zap is just a word
Oftentimes there are things of which I wish I'd never
heard.
Printed by permission of author
Voltaire
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